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 Present: Liz Maykels (LM) Chair, Laura Whyte (LW) Vice Chair, Jess Ackland (JA), Emma Bailey 

(EB), Arti Dutta (AD), Sian Edwards (SE), Angela Killick (AK), Barry Munnelly (BM), Steve Pidgeon 
(SP), Juliet Scourfield (JS), Hannah Trickett (HT) Head, Phil Williams (PW) 
 
Apologies: Simon Cutmore (SC). 
 
In attendance: Claire Beaver and Beverly Cox 

 

 
Item 

 
PART ONE  -  FOR DISCUSSION AND QUESTIONS 

 A
ct

io
n

s 

1.  Welcome  

2.  To receive Apologies and consider Approving Absences.  Simon Cutmore’s apologies were 
received and approved. 

 

3.  To declare any conflict of interest that may arise during the meeting. There were none.  

4.  Notification of Any Other Business, urgent matters only for Part Two, Item 9 

a. Punctuality at pick up time and addition of information to Attendance Policy 

b. An update regarding the traffic situation in Woodland Road. 

 

5.  Head’s Report to include ongoing Covid Risk Assessment, Catch-Up Premium Strategy and 
Recovery Plan (there are no changes to Catch-Up Premium Strategy & Recovery Plan.  This will be 

updated for the summer term) 
 School Journey 

 Exclusions (mandatory each term) 

 Update regarding SIP and SEF  

 Internal data updates on Progress and Attainment 2020/21 

 Comparison with other similar schools 

 School Appeals Charges 
SE: Comments and Questions 
Cleaners – external company may well be worth the extra cost as they are more accountable, 
have a responsibility to cover their own absences.  
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Q: Would there be issues in moving across to them in terms of dismissing existing people? 
There would potential be a cost upfront but this would save time and money long term so 
worth the investment. In addition to the cost the big issue is the time wasted by the office 
arranging cover, sorting out plans or having to ask office teams, LSAs or others to undertake 
cleaning. So far one member of staff has been off for two months and upon their return to 
work meeting (HaTr and PhGo), following HfL guidance/paperwork there was a reluctance to 
see how two months off work really impacts school.  
Traffic – we all know it’s a nightmare and likely to remain that way for a long time. There is 
only so much that the school can do and personally, I feel that HaTr has already done it.  
Q: Is there any point asking HS2 for some more input seeing that they are a big reason for 
some of the additional traffic? 
We have asked HS2, they will not provide additional resources. We continue to ask.  
Q: Value in those metal fences to run along the bottom of Woodlands school side to stop 
people trying to cross away from the crossing, stop kids running out?  
There is a move to remove those as the Highways Agency suggest they reduce safety but along 
with the zig-zags we are asking continuously.  
Q: Any value in us writing to local council to get zig zags along the bottom of Woodlands both 
sides so that during school time, cars can’t park anywhere at that bottom section? 
Obviously bullying is a concern, school are dealing with it. 
Q: we don’t have a specific bullying policy in relation to chn (we have a staff one), do we need 
one? 
I am checking this as there should be a policy.  
Feedback – online safety session was excellent, perfectly pitched to chn and parents alike. 
Q: Noted on the staffing list that Sarah D is moving between two bubbles (Yr. 4 & 5) during her 
mornings to support – is this an issue? 
No, staff are allowed to move between bubbles if it is needed for educational reasons.  
Small typo – where it discusses that there is potential to need to lose a member of staff 
(Sept/Oct 22) and then merge two classes – “to be taught by one pupil”. Whilst I am sure this is 
very cheap labour, not sure about the quality of teaching! 
Well spotted typo – one staff member! 
This is unlikely to happen as it looks as if we have 20 applications for Nursery and nearly 20 for 
reception for Sept 21 which would make the group too big.  
Undersubscription remains a concern – new workers accommodation being started soon 
which will undoubtedly increase numbers – unsure if this will happen in time to make a the 
impact we need. Once things open up more, need to focus on open days perhaps and raising 
the profile of MX. Still think a video would be a good idea and am happy to do whatever I can 
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to facilitate this. 
I identified during the return to school/remote learning and seeing Reach Free pupils walking 
to school the high numbers of chn walking from MC area that did not attend our school. There 
is a pull towards the Mill End Sch’s. I would be very keen to find out why and target those 
families living in MC. A number of parents recently who said they have moved to us from 
Shepherds have said they never knew we were here. We may want to budget for promotional 
articles/adverts in My Ricky News and Watford Observer. Plan to do this for the new restaurant 
and outdoor play area. The outdoor play area will have an event to officially open it in summer 
– a choreographer is being consulted to create a spectacular – this needs to be filmed!  
In order for us to have a high quality video it may be worth considering a professional company 
who could come in and create it? This would be a cost but then it is done and of a very good 
quality. I have asked for some quotes.  
 
LW comments and questions: 
Q: Have all loaned devices been returned to school now? We are in the process of checking 
them and reimbursing deposits. We had to leave for 72 hours before checking. No concerns.  

 
Q: Are the cleaners direct school employees? Yes. If so perhaps one to look at for the future 
would be to employ a contract cleaning company to do the cleaning (existing staff would TUPE 
over) and then sickness and absence would be managed by them at no additional cost to the 
school.  Also HR management would sit with the company not school.  

 
Q: Focus on reconnection for 3 week return is great – are there any plans for ‘homework’ for 
the Easter break to keep the skills alive so you aren’t back to the start after Easter?  Without 
putting too much pressure on teachers to set things or parents during the break!  The cooking 
challenge for example was a great example of the school connection that could be managed as 
wanted by families. 
We haven’t decided yet. We need to access where the pupils are to make the best judgement. 
We will know by the end of w/b 15th March so can give a verbal update at FGB.  
 
Totally behind MX shouting about its success.  Maybe have a small box in the newsletter each 
week about a success from that week: school wide or individual to encourage that mindset. 
Like that idea – watch this space! 
 
Forest school feedback I have had is that it was really good fun! 
We have started a new Twitter feed just for forest school and a section is in draft for the 
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website.  
 
Attendance stats in the first week back are great! 
 
LM comments and questions 
Q: How are you going to ‘shout about success’? 
We are going to add a section to the weekly newsletter following LWs suggestion. 
Looking into professional video recording options to brag about the school 
Empower curriculum leads to share more with Governors and external professionals. 
 
Q: With incidents is it the same child? 
In Yr4 - yes. This is the same child. Complex SEN. 
Parents have started to engage in discussions and new support plan is starting - support at 
breaktime and lunchtimes and some Forest School sessions. 
 
Q: Where do we record that there has been 1 complaint? 
I have recorded it on the heads report, not sure where FGB/Clerks need to record. 
 
Q: Good to see attendance on return is so good. 
Dipped in week 2. We are logging everything and letters will be going out to ensure there is a 
big focus on 100% attendance in the summer term. 
 

SP comments and question: 
Q: Given the funding shortfall arising from unfilled places ,the likely impact on parent/carer 
employment /hardship from the pandemic and the move to the October rather than January 
census to calculate Pupil Premium (likely to result in reduced FSM figures seems to be the 
biggest issue) is the school doing all it can in communication with parents to encourage 
application/take up by advertising the benefits to children that the PP funding supports ,as well 
as securing additional funding for the school? 
Yes, the admin team ring parents who we think might want to apply (school assists with this) 
and there have been notes in the newsletter.  
 
JA comments: 
Traffic-having a presence with Hannah or Phil outside these last few weeks has made a 
noticeable difference. It appears that some parents are finally taking note after Hannah’s letter 
& walking to school, rather than driving. It’s been a lot less congested. 
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We will continue to do when we have enough adults to support. Not enough adults on Mon & 
Fri. Phil has also been emailing Herts CC and there should be some more support coming our 
way. 
 
BM comments and question: 
Q:Traffic 
Is there any merit in trying to contact the local PCSO’s to see if they can provide the odd 
reassurance patrol at drop off and pick up time? If there is anything inappropriate 
parking/driving they could provide advice. It may only be an hour every week or two but may 
make people think twice. 
A: We have made contact and are awaiting confirmation. 
In regard to the parking lots of it is legal just anti-social and making it harder for traffic to keep 
moving. We want to extend the yellow lines and ensure no one is idling. 
 
The Chair thanked everyone for reading the Head’s Report, making comments and raising 
questions. She asked if there was anything in particular the Head wished to draw to governors’ 
attention. 
 
The Head explained that she had written the report before the children came back to school 
and tweaked it after they had been back for a day.  Staff were not sure how children would be 
on their return and a number have returned quite differently from the last return, the most 
recent lockdown seemed to have impacted much more negatively possibly due to parents 
feeling under more pressure, the time of year and a combination of many factors.  At the end 
of the first week and during last week some children were struggling and there was more 
challenging behaviour.  In general, children had lost a sense of following basic routines and 
structures.  Some had lost more than expected and in particular good manners were lacking 
whilst others talked over teachers and friends instead of listening or conversing with them. It 
had been challenging for the children with at least two KS2 boys suffering from low self-
esteem, anxiety and possible early depression. 
 
The Head continued by indicating that she had given feedback to staff and explained that they 
were teachers not mental health advisers.  It was important to keep talking to parents to 
highlight Young Minds, NSPCC and consulting their GP’s. 
 
All local Heads were experiencing the same thing and it was sad that children in all schools 
were suffering. 
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At the staff meeting on Friday, teachers and LSA’s had a recap of what could make a difference.  
With the sun out, children’s behaviour improved and adults felt rejuvenated.  Governors 
needed to be made aware of how children were struggling and it might become more and 
more apparent over the next few months. 
 
SE added that during her Year 4 link visit the teacher had said the same. Children were 
displaying a lack of manners and respect to teachers. It was challenging before and even more 
so now. 
 
At work, SE was seeing a tremendous increase in mental health issues and the age of those 
seeking help was younger.  Local hospitals were trying to help with this and there was lots of 
information on-line, for example, Herts CAMHS website and Step 2. 
 
It was more beneficial to go to the Step 2 website and self-refer to for example, Confidence 
Workshops than going to A&E as young people had to be suicidal before they were able to 
access CAMHS .   
 
The Head said that the school had made these suggestions and some parents were being told it 
would take 18 months to 2 years to be seen by CAMHS. SE confirmed that a young person had 
to be actively suicidal to be able to access CAMHS and if they came to A&E they would not be 
seen more quickly. It was important that young people and their parents and carers were 
signposted to access self- help online which would get them on the right path.  
 
Governors needed to be aware of the situation and they said they would support the school in 
any way they could. 
 
Q: What support is coming from County?   
A: There is some support. The Head had completed level 2 Mental Health training but school 
was not there to be a triage or advise on mental health as the resources and expertise were 
not available. Teachers were told to listen to children, identify any problems and let parents 
know so they could speak to their GP first and foremost, teachers could not advise on mental 
health. 
 
The Head cited an example of a child who had cried for an hour in class and said “I feel sad and 
happiness feels a long way away”. Although there may have been another adult in the 
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classroom, it was a very difficult situation for the teacher and without appropriate training, 
they could accidentally say the wrong thing in these circumstances and make the situation 
worse .  
 
Q: Would it be worth putting money towards counselling for the Summer term?   
A: It is very expensive and we have music therapy which any PPG children (3 pupils per week) 
for a term but Art Therapy cost £10k and was not helping the children so it was stopped. 
 
The Chair suggested that the Head might talk to County regarding counselling and SE said she 
had access to CAMHS and would find out if there was anything available not just for the 
children but for the teachers too as they could not take on the burden of mental health issues. 
 
JS said that she was also experiencing challenges with children’s behaviour but having a 
Behaviour policy in place and an update from EB and AM had been very useful so everyone was 
speaking from the same script.  The children had been through a traumatic experience and 
none of the adults had been through the same experience when they were younger.  Having 
the Behaviour Policy was reassuring for the staff and children as all the adults were doing the 
same. It was very hard to see a child in crisis and not able to do anything but everyone was 
pulling together and EB, AM and HT’s work was having an impact. 
 
All governors agreed that the Head and teachers were doing a fantastic job. 
 
The Head added that they hoped the children would settle down and that there might be one 
or two children with mental health issues but not a disproportionate number in future. 
 
LW added that there might be some further problems when the children returned after Easter 
but the Head could give a further update at the Summer FGB meetings.  
 
LW reminded governors that SC was attending a Mental Health First Aid course and he could 
help support staff and children on his return. 
 
Q: Cleaning staff - Have the school considered  a private cleaning company who could deal with 
sickness absence, holidays etc and save the school office time and resources? 
A: The school had recently followed a Herts for Learning suggested script and protocol when 
conducting a return to work interview with a member of cleaning staff who had been away for 
2 months and there had been a significant improvement in attitude and quality of work carried 
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out after the meeting. 
 
PG was speaking to HR about the process of moving to a private company for cleaning and LW 
said she had conducted a similar exercise where Tupe transfers of staff had taken place so she 
had material and information which might be useful. 
 

6.  Curriculum Monitoring and HIP note of visit: 
a. Science – Juliet Scourfield 
SE comments and questions: Love the look of this new curriculum. Recognised that Twinkl not 
right for the MX scientists and new scheme of work identified. We know from previous 
governor days how much chn value their science learning, especially when they can have 
practical engagement – this will increase their ability to embed their learning. I will have 
regular catch ups with Juliet to track progress. No meeting arranged this side of Easter as chn 
settling back in to school. Will meet during the next term.  
And MC has signed up for the primary quality mark for Science. This will be a year-long project 
which will support the future developments and if successful ensure school is external 
recognised for its quality of science teaching.  
LW comments and questions: 
Useful report for HfL on Science and good to see the positive comments.  In terms of the 
recommendations alongside the report to Governors from Juliet it would be useful to have a 
short update in the Summer term to ensure that the next steps identified are being met so that 
the FGB can demonstrate monitoring in this key area identified in the last Ofsted report. 
PowerPoint presentation really good document to demonstrate the journey taken to date – 
thank you! 
LM comments and questions: 
Plan for Summer 2 FGB is a presentation to Govs from each curriculum lead.  
Good report. Like the journal. Like the power point for Spring learning. Will be interested to 
see the recommendations offered by Linda Hartman being put in place over time. 
Starting the primary science quality mark in April will ensure this focus does not dip. 
 
The same goes for DT and MFL. 
Q: Will the subject leaders be putting in place journals in the same way as the science one? 
That is the aim. 
 
b. DT – Harry Dignum 
LW comments and questions: 
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DT report update is good and progress has been made, again brief feedback on progress in 
Summer term (verbal only) to Governors to monitor progress would be useful. 
As above – plan for formal presentation in summer 2 and on-going half-termly reports.  

 
c. MfL – Emma Fawcett / Patricia Caccuci 
LW comments and questions: 
MFL report clearly sets out the plan for MX and the HfL report is a useful tool.  There was a 
recommendation for Spanish dictionaries – is this being considered? Yes, that will be purchased 
in new budget. Spanish story books have been purchased.  The teaching of Spanish in MX has 
increased confidence in Year 7 at Reach when starting Spanish lessons I have observed. 

 
Q: Would it be useful to include the lead Governor name for the subject on the subject leader 
report to Govs?  That Governor could then lead on questions and reporting in the meeting. 
Good idea – will add that to the template.  
 
SP comments: 
Lots of good work evident in the various DT, Science and MFL reports with progress clear 
against the findings of the most recent Ofsted report. The science journal was particularly 
useful to see the planning, changes and justification for the changes documented. 
 
I had the benefit of witnessing some of the activities the children undertook for DT day.  Lots of 
varied activities which were clearly engaging and enjoyable.  Lots of evidence of cross 
curricular learning as well. It was clear that a huge amount of work had gone into the planning 
and preparation and there was some quite excited chatter in the staffroom in the morning 
before children arrived.  It is so good to see the school back properly open with all the 
associated activity and buzz from the children (and staff). 
 
JA comments and questions: 
Q: Themed days- DT/Science....what was the level of engagement from the children? 
A: Very positive. We will be continuing DT days from now on. This will ensure a whole school 
focus and the nature of DT lends itself to a day. We also have some displays going up and each 
class has created an A3 folder about the learning (moderated by HaDi & HaTr). These are great 
evidence of curriculum development and can be used to promote the learning.  
 
In our household, the themed days were a hit & our daughter learnt things without necessarily 
knowing she was ‘learning’. 
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This identifies a key next step - we need to develop the children's language to discuss their 
learning so they can articulate what they have learnt. 
 
Amazing work by all involved to evolve & start the new curriculum in the midst of a pandemic-
well done all! DT curriculum looks good, very informative & fun for children of all ages.  As DT 
curriculum leader I have emailed Harry to ‘touch base’ and offer support if needed. (Must 
admit, have only done this today, apologies). 
Please challenge the leaders to share reports and PP that tell the story of their curriculum 
area.  
 
BM questions and comments:  
As lead governor for MFL I think these documents show a real step in a positive direction for 
the teaching of Spanish at Maple Cross. 
Q:  Has Spanish been received by the children?  
A: Positively and the singing element in Yr2 is a good preparation. The weekly cultural 
exploration is also essential to understand the full aspect not just learn words.  
Q: How challenging are non-Spanish speaking staff finding teaching Spanish? 
A: Challenging! The resources provided are helping and EmFa is visiting all KS2 classes to 
support with that. 
Q: Are there any contingencies in place should we unexpectedly lose EmFa of PaCa for any 
period of time? 
A: The aim is that we record the phonetical sounds so that we have 'perfect' recording to use 
with teachers. The aim is to upskill as many teachers as possible. 
 
Science – all governors were very impressed.  The journal was a very important document 
showing the progress of the children.  JS said she had enjoyed putting the journal together, it 
showed how the subject had developed since 2016 and further updates would be circulated as 
the work advanced.  Outdoor learning in science had taken place across the school yesterday 
and the children had been fully engaged in the outside environment, it had been very 
successful. JS was currently compiling a report for Hannah. 
 
When the children had been asked what was different about Science from other lessons?  One 
child had responded that it gave them a chance to experiment and show what was going on in 
their head. Teachers said being outside took the pressure off and they appreciated having time 
for science. 
In April the school would be aiming for the Science Quality Mark.   
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Q: Will this go on the school website in due course? 
A: Yes, it will go on the curriculum pages with updates on learning as there is some very good 
progress being made.   
 
The Head said that with an Ofsted visit likely during the next year, there was huge expectation 
on curriculum leaders, she was supporting them whilst pushing them hard to articulate and 
explain their subject/curriculum. At every CPD session there was a challenging leadership 
question which could be applied to their area of the curriculum. Today’s question was about 
knowledge, knowing and remembering more, how did curriculum leaders know it was 
happening?  
 
DT/MFL – these reports followed the same format and there were exciting developments in 
both subjects.  
 
The Head said that a DT day covering the new curriculum had recently been held across the 
school.  Pupils had demonstrated highly developed skills with Year 6 making waistcoats, other 
classes making pop-up books and Year 2 studying and making food.  In SLT, discussions had 
taken place how busy the curriculum was.  DT worked well as a DT day so it did not get 
squeezed out by other lessons.  Dates were in place for the summer term and each class had a 
DT folder detailing their progress with very good pieces of evidence of their journey.  There 
were 2 more days in Summer 1 and 2 in Summer 2 so each class would have five detailed 
folders by the end of the year. 
 
Parent governors said that the children really liked having the whole day with a curriculum 
subject, which gave a focus over the entire day. 
 
Spanish was taking a much higher profile and MFL had been identified by Ofsted as an area for 
development during their last visit.   
 
Governors noted the reports and looked forward to receiving updates in the summer. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7.  Updates to OfSTED.  Please click on the link below to read (5-10mins) Ofsteds Phased Return 
to Inspection. 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/ofsteds-phased-return-to-inspection/ofsteds-phased-return-to-
inspection 

SE comments and questions: So essentially, OFSTED are trying to remain remote where able 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/ofsteds-phased-return-to-inspection/ofsteds-phased-return-to-inspection
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/ofsteds-phased-return-to-inspection/ofsteds-phased-return-to-inspection
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but recognise that this impedes their ability to assure safeguarding – their focus is on governing 
bodies in this.  
Routine inspection suspended until late 2021 and then will be prioritised – we are in the 
window aren’t we! EEK! 
Yes, we are in the window and should expect it anytime from the summer term. The significant 
focus will be reading (always is) and likely to be the key curriculum areas identified in the last 
report – DT, Science and MFL. Each curriculum leader (the focus in on curriculum leaders not 
just SLT) being able to tell the story of development and its impacts. Rather than focus on what 
else still needs developing but focussing on telling the story of success. JuSc has created a good 
presentation on this for Science and other curriculum areas are being asked to do the same. 
 
The Head said she had received information from Ofsted, announced last week that they were 
proceeding with inspections in relation to schools which had been judged as requiring 
improvement, inadequate or in a new setting after Easter but that ‘normal inspections’ were 
delayed until September. 
 
One day “monitoring” visits would take place during the Summer but they were internal and 
would not be published.  
 
When Ofsted visited Maple Cross there would be a “deep dive” likely in relation to MFL, DT & 
Science as they had been identified as requiring improvement on a previous inspection. 
Reading and one other subject would likely also be included.  
 
The Head and SLT would consider how the school could shape the day, which subjects would 
be the focus and which teachers would be involved.  There would be a two hour phone call the 
day before an inspection. 

8.  KCSiE 

 Appendix 7 - January 2021 update to take account of changes to recruitment after the UK left the 
EU.  The changes involve safer recruitment. 

 Appendix 8 – proposed amendments to Child Protection Policy in line with KCSiE 2021 (proposed) 
amendments. 

SE comments and questions: To make things a little easier, and save you a job of reading it all, 
here is a summary of the changes / proposals. I recently attended the KCSIE webinar 
consultation – responses have been recorded and their plan is to release the final version 
before the summer holidays ready for full implementation in September 2021. 
Overview of the key changes: 
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 No new statutory changes 

 Emphasis on current issues e.g., peer on peer abuse, online safety etc 

 Reinforce the role of the governing body in relation to safeguarding. There is an 
increased expectation on the governors. 

Safeguarding must be central to everything – all policies and procedures – embodied 
throughout the school culture. 
 
Proposed changes: 
Shortened Part One – for those who don’t’ regularly work with young people – who they 
specify as administrative staff, catering staff etc. It is for the school / FGB to decide who reads 
what but one version must be read.  I think we can agree that in a school as small as MX there 
are very few staff who don’t have regular contact with the children so would propose that all 
staff should read the longer version. Perhaps if we have a visitor who will be working 
completely away (e.g., contractors who are away from chn like those doing the grounds works), 
they can read the shortened version only. Agree – all staff should read.  
The shortened version (annex A) covers the key message that safeguarding is everyone’s 
responsibility. It defines what safeguarding and abuse are, the expectations on staff around 
disclosures and how to report, also covers concerns about colleagues and whistleblowing. 
Part One – Full Version – not a huge number of changes. 
- Profile of key areas raised (child criminal & sexual exploitation, serious violence) 
- Greater focus on child mental health & vulnerability 
- Information sharing enhanced – when you can & can’t share information 
- Emphasis on considering the ‘wider context’ (related to contextual safeguarding) – 

terminology change. 
- Increased emphasis on online safety – terms like “sexting” and “youth produced imagery” 

have changed to “nudes” & “semi-nudes” to fit with current language 
- Reference process of management concerns about staff. 
Part Two 
- Reinforces governor role – ensures whole school / embedded approach 
- Online safety moved from annex c to the main body of the guidance 
- Expands the DSL role – to ensure support for chn who have a social worker 
Annex C – changes – DSL role (was previously Annex B) 
- Requirement to fully understand local process and procedures 
- Understand information sharing requirement 
- Reinforces need to be ‘point of knowledge’ about specific risks and harms 
- Be able to support staff talking to children and young people 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Head 
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- Reinforces expectations in relation to children and young people who have a social worker 
(includes special guardianship orders but excludes previously looked after chn who now 
fall under the remit of the teacher) – supporting teaching staff to feel confident to provide 
additional academic support / reasonable adjustments – overlaps the SENCO role. The 
academic support role is difficult if the DSL is not a member of the teaching staff. 

Part Three – Safer Recruitment 
- No changes to statutory requirements 
- Chapter has been reworked – broken down into 4 sections (aligned with safer recruitment 

training / process) 
- Promotes ongoing culture of vigilance – not just focus on DBS checks 
- Governor awareness and setting or culture 
Part Four – Allegations 
- No changes to statutory requirements 
- Aligned with process to make more sense. Also considers those allegations that may not 

meet the LADO requirements. For context, Ian Huntley had multiple low level concerns that 
had been raised about him but not tied together.  

- Widens the responsibilities to include investigation of allegations against contractors. 
- Welfare of chn = paramount. 
Part Five – Sexual Violence / Harassment 
- Adds contextual advice / wider context (can involve groups, not just 1:1) 
- No need to wait for a disclosure now – act on concerns 
- Advises on how to respond to a report 
- “Sexual Violence and Sexual Harassment between children in schools and colleges (2018)” 

– signposted to this in Part 5 but consideration to integrate it into KCSIE or leave it as 
independent document currently.  

Additional areas of consultation 
- Safeguarding training for governing bodies 
- Low level concerns about staff  
- International students - ? more vulnerable due to factors like language barrier / private 

foster / educational guardianship – we have a large cohort of EAL chn at MX. 
- Racist abuse – governing body aware of need to challenge, identify and manage etc within 

current policy and procedures 
- Recording safeguarding information – looking that the systems we use to record as there 

are multiple ones used.  
 
Questions that arose for me: 
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Q: Do we record reported low level concerns about staff / contractors? 
Any concern about a staff member is recorded.  
Q: What system do we use? Is it easy to access for those who need to and pull together 
relevant information quickly when needed? 
At the moment it is paper but we have purchased CPOMs (electronic) and need to move over 
to it asap as it is much simpler to use for analysis.  
 

LW comments and questions: 
I have read the updates – might be worth recording on the minutes confirmation from all 
Governors that they have done so. 
 
JA comment: 
I can confirm I have read all the Safeguarding updates. 
 
The Chair thanked SE for her comments and pointers and she explained that consultation was 
taking place regarding provisions to be introduced in September. It was really important that 
the documents should be read by all governors and it put the onus back on the governors to 
demonstrate that the safeguarding principle was applied across the school. 
 
All governors present indicated that they had read Appendix 7 relating to safer recruitment of 
teachers from the EU following Brexit. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Clerk 

9.  Annual Review of School Policies – including consideration of equality implications (ensure 
provision for protected characteristics is referenced) 
 
 
a. For Review and Approval – NO CHANGES 

i. Charging & Remissions Policy –- LW – OK 

ii. Emergency Response & Business Continuity Plan – LW 
No comments to make on the content of the policy but 2 questions for clarification in 
relation to it: 

Q: Where is the plan located in school?  Do all staff know where it is? Copy on system (can be 
accessed remotely) and paper copies kept at home for all those named in the report.  
Q: Do all relevant staff hold a hard copy of the plan at home? 

 
iii. Governors’ Allowances –- PW – the Finance Committee had approved this policy at 

their meeting. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Head 
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iv. Intimate Care Policy –- SE – OK. 
 

b. For Review and Approval –CHANGES HIGHLIGHTED 
i. Grievance Policy –- JA (greater focus on informal dispute resolution and a streamlined formal 

grievance procedure) Policy has been read & all looks fine, informative & easy to 
read/understand for all. 

ii. Safer Recruitment Policy –--  AK in the absence of SC said she was happy with this 
policy.  (Changes reflecting new DBS filtering rules and TRA checks for overseas applicants that 

came into effect from 01/01/2021) 
iii. Staff Employee Health and Attendance Policy – AK said that this policy was fine and LM 

said it was well written. 
 

LW confirmed that the Governors’ Allowance & Charging and Remissions policies had been 
considered and approved at the Finance Committee meeting. 
 
Governors approved all of the policies on the agenda for this meeting.  
 

c. New for Adoption – none 
 

10.  Finance:  
a. To receive the minutes of the Finance Committee meeting held on 11th March 2021 
b. To consider the Budget monitoring report and projected out-turn position for Period 10. 
c. To approve financial return for previous year (if ready) 
d. To approve budget for 2021/22 & further 3 years (if ready) 
e. Catering Charges for next financial year 
 
LW said that a meeting had taken place on 11th March and the minutes were approved. 
 
The budget was looking healthy and there were no major concerns. 
 
This year’s financial return and the budget for next year would not be available  until the next 
meeting. 
 
It was good news that the budget was looking much healthier than before as pupil numbers in 
Nursery and Reception were higher than expected. 
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There were no proposed price changes for meals from Herts catering in April. 
 

11.  Head’s Mid-Year Performance Review (Part 3 Confidential)  

12.  Verbal H&S Audit update and Termly Health and Safety Report 
The H&S report was shared on GovHub prior to this meeting and noted. 
LW said she had not been in school but she had met in early 2021 with HT and PG to review the 
annual report.  Actions Arising had been followed up and everything was on track. 

 

13.  Termly Pupil Leadership Report.   The Head gave the report on behalf of Anjali Majithia.  
 
School Parliament was being re-energised and would recommence after Easter. It would be for 
Years 2-5 this academic year. Children would have a School Leadership  assembly this week and 
after Easter they would be carrying out speeches to classes for nominations. 
 
Year 6 would have the talent show as their leadership project. This had been shared with Year 
6 and they were extremely excited to have this as their project for next term.  
 
AM had met with JS regarding the Eco Council - this would be for Years 1&2.  She had also met 
with Patricia Cacuci regarding Sports Council for Years 3-6.  
 
AM was going to launch the Job Shop at an assembly to create the excitement as well as 
explaining to staff and children what it was.  
 
Eco Council and Sports Council would then go on the Job Shop board for children to apply.  
Eco Council candidates were to apply via a poster/presentation and Sports Council candidates 
via an application form. 
 
An Awards Evening would start again in September for bronze, gold, silver leadership awards 
where children would be invited back to a presentation evening. 
 
Governors were pleased to hear that now there was more stability Pupil Leadership would be 
starting again in the Summer term. 
 

 

14.  Spotlight Governor questions to consider and discuss. 
a. How safe do our children feel? 
b. How do we as governors find this out? 
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Governors discussed the questions in groups and gave feedback which included: 
 

 Stand out from Head’s report, mental health, social media, generally children feel physically 
safe at school.  Looking out for spike in bullying, behaviour reports which may indicate that 
is not the case. 

 

 Observe, look at reports, feel the atmosphere, talk to parents, talk to children to find out if 
they feel safe. 

 

 Security systems around school, lanyards worn, children know which people are visitors and 
who to talk to if they’re not sure, staff following policies, procedures.  How the children 
react with each other. 

 

 Safety, lanyards, children ask what does the colour of the lanyard mean?  Children picking 
up asking the questions ‘who are you?’  If children going home saying they do not feel safe, 
parents quickly go back to Hannah. 

 

 Picked up on points made and endorse them.  Post COVID lockdown element is new.  
Children showing signs of not listening, lost sense of manners and routine.  In terms of not 
feeling safe, being unhappy and not feeling listened to plays into not feeling safe. An 
additional dimension and it highlights what HT said. 

 

 In the 15 days we have had after returning to school before Easter we have been focussing 
on re-teaching and are bound to experience push back by the children. Routines and 
structure are the most important things and will allow happy, safe and calm children to 
learn effectively. 

 

 An example of how children learn to feel safe: A Yr 2 girl was chasing 4 boys, “I want to 
touch their privates”, not unusual for age group but fully investigated by DSL.  The boys 
knew exactly what to do and say in order to keep themselves safe. 
The 4 boys said no, went straight to an adult, they could also state the NSPCC message and 
what was heard in assemblies. It was followed up in class and a letter was written to 
parents. It demonstrated that the message conveyed in the NSPCC assembly had been 
heard and understood by the boys. Governors agreed that it would also help when they 
were older and went to Secondary school. 
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Item 

 
PART TWO  -  FOR RATIFICATION 

 A
ct

io
n

s 

1.  a. To approve and sign the Minutes of the last meeting (25th January 2021).  As this 
meeting was held remotely the minutes have been e-signed on GovHub Minutes to be 

signed on each page by Chair (date on first page). Minutes filed in school office unless held remotely. 
 

The minutes were approved by the FGB. 
 
Q&A Regarding doing a video to promote the school.  Rather than paying for a professional, 
had the school considered someone with experience of videoing doing it pro-bono, maybe 
Carol Kristian who has retired and used to run a successful theatre school in Chorleywood? 
She has many relevant skills, however making school videos was not her remit.  The Head 
asked AK to pass her details. 
 
The Head said she had spoken to a few schools, paying was the way forward for quality, 
professional and polished videos which only took two days out of school time to arrange.  It 
was worth having high quality filming with tech know-how and machinery in place in order to 
produce a final version that presented the school in the best light possible.   
 
b. To consider any Actions and Matters arising from the Minutes (not otherwise covered 

on the agenda). 
Part One 

 Head to chase Footsteps regarding invoice for decking repair/replacement. HEAD - Footsteps will 
complete all the works themselves, this was part of the rent reduction we offered them. I'll chase 
for an update. 

 Is there any obvious reason why the general picture of boys outperforming girls is 
opposite to the gender gap shown in national data? – HEAD to investigate. Gender 

difference - suggests small cohorts with some classes with higher percentages of girls or boys but no 
clear indication. 

 Clerks to examine all of the Maple Cross policies to ensure that those which required 
cross reference to the Child Protection/Safeguarding policies are identified and the 
appropriate text is inserted. – Clerks are liaising with SE. 

SE comments and questions: A key theme through the latest KCSIE is that safeguarding 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AK/ 
Head 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Clerks/ 
SE 
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should be a prominent theme through every aspect of school life. This essentially means that 

all relevant policies must have a clear link. We have received all of the policies and highlighted 

all those that should be linked (some already were but many weren’t): 

 Attendance 
 Children Looked After 
 Code of Conduct for Governors 
 GDPR - CCTV Policy 
 Governors Visits to School 
 Intimate Care Policy 
 Management of Behaviour Policy 
 Management of Learning Outside the Classroom (LOtC) and Offsite Visits 
 Newly Qualified Teachers Induction 
 Pupils with Medical Absence 
 Reducing the need for Restrictive Interventions Policy 
 Remote Learning Policy & Home School Agreement 
 SEND 
 SRHE 
 Social Media 
 Staff Code of Conduct 
 Support pupils with medical conditions/managing medicines 
 Whistleblowing 

We then had to consider how best to do this. Ultimately, it is an immense amount of work to 

add a personalised paragraph to each policy and we have agreed to go with the HfL 

safeguarding model format where within this they are listed as needed to be read in 

conjunction to link them all together. All we then need to include on the existing policies is a 

small statement at the beginning. I think this is an excellent suggestion and the Clerks are 

working on this additional paragraph.  

 Microsoft Teams to be considered to reduce us of emails for staff. – HEAD 
Microsoft teams - not wanted as it's another 'thing' to have open. With the 'end' of remote 
learning in sight, there will be far less screen time. 

2.  Governor Visits: During Link Visits staff to be asked whether they have read the Online Policy 
 
SE comments and questions: I have emailed Shannon to arrange a governor meeting before 
the Easter break. Just waiting to hear back from her at the point of sending these responses 
(12/03/21). 
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a. Review of recent Virtual Link Visits.  SE had completed a visit, the link visit form was on 
GovHub prior to this meeting.  PW said he had carried out a virtual visit last month but 
had not submitted his form yet. He was asked to do so. 
Governors were encouraged would get on with their visits next term. 
 

b. Upcoming events incl. format of Governor Day (now Summer term) 
JA: I’ve emailed Hannah about arranging a Governor Day - suggested maybe short class 
visits for each Governor to visit their class/curriculum leader if a whole day & moving 
around the school is still with restrictions. 
 
In discussion about the Governor Day governors were informed that this was work in 
progress.  The Head said there would be more emphasis on curriculum leaders. 

Initial emails highlight we want to increase the role of the critical friend to challenge learning 
and leaders. Within the Summer 2 schedule we will be asking curriculum leaders for 
presentations to groups of Governors - ideally this will be an “in person” meeting.  

 
 
 

PW 
 
 

ALL 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

JA/ 
Head 

3.  Governor training 
a. Governors to share any training undertaken FGB on training received/planned 
SE comments and questions: Sadly, due to work I was not able to attend the governor 
safeguarding training being run by the safeguarding network (we shared details with the 
group on GovHub in case anyone else wanted to attend, it’s four Mondays from 12th April) – 
they will contact me next time it runs. I did attend a KCSIE webinar and details are shared 
during this meeting in the relevant section. 
b. Clerks Networking feedback – Equality and Diversity update  
c. Free in-house training – Data Analysis Training - Ben Fuller Monday, 8th November 6pm-

8pm 
d. Review of Early Years free in-house training – this had been well received. 
e. Education Bridging the Gap (Herts Annual Governance Virtual Conference 2021) 15th – 

19th March 2021 range of free webinars. Review if govs attended 
f. Helen Jones’s Ofsted training – 13th April 2021 6.30pm – 8.30pm via Zoom.  HT to check 

timing. 
 
The governors took note. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Head 

4.  Results of staff survey completed in Spring Term 
SE comments and questions: Much more positive however still a significant percentage who 
obviously have ongoing mental health needs or anxiety around school – this could potentially 
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impact on children if not well controlled. One response really concerned me and that was the 
16.7% who state they are only “occasionally happy at home” – could obviously be because 
they live alone and lockdown means isolation, however wanted to ensure no concerns other 
issues. A number of our staff have anxiety issues. They regularly talk to their GP (and keep me 
updated), some are on medication and other therapies. In recent training it highlighted that it 
is not school’s responsibility make staff ‘happy’ but support them to attend medical 
appointments etc. As identified the focus needs to be on the impact this may have on 
children. We had a staff member who experienced something similar and was off work for 
three weeks. This allowed GP support and medication and they were able to return to work 
feeling positive and in a position to undertake their role appropriately.  
Would be lovely to perhaps have a staff quiet area on the child free side of the fence outside, 
still accessible if needed. Around the pond would be nice, however during the spring summer 
the midges might be a problem. Would also need to consider perhaps some high natural 
fencing to block off children that may be exploring the woodland area from coming to the 
gate and disturbing the teachers break! We were thinking of just this! We will be budgeting 
for this. Near the staffroom door so staff can eat outside, get tea/coffee and enjoy the 
sunshine when it is here.  
 
Q: Could the PTA fund some benches perhaps? We are using all of the PTA funds for the 
restaurant and toilet refurbishment. A quick looks suggests around £1000 which school can 
afford. Want it to include some flower beds etc so if possible maybe Governors could lend a 
hand for another morning and erect benches, plant some flowers etc?  
Q: Maybe we could find some natural cover so it’s accessible even in wetter weather? Yes, 
we are looking at canopies and possibly outdoor heaters.  
Q: Concerning how many staff report working such significant additional hours. Is there any 
way to mitigate this? In the previous FGB JuSc detailed how as a teacher to do an effective 
role she has to work additional hours above her contracted 32.5. With the focus on 
curriculum development some things are being undertaken for the first time but won’t need 
to be done again. This should reduce workload long term.  
I see one comment about needing a laptop to work at home and my first thoughts were 
whether this could be facilitated to enable less time in school – however then I thought we 
would be encouraging more work at home when there’s already so much extra being 
worked! We have budgted to purchase new staff laptops from April (5). All teachers have 
staff laptops so not sure who this applies to. No one else ‘needs’ to work from home.  
Strong leadership reported consistently again! Well done at maintaining this through such a 
difficult time. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Head 
 
 
 
 

All 
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LW comments and questions: 
Staff survey results overall seem positive.  
Q: Question 7 identified 11.1% of staff working 10 or more extra hours per week – are we 
comfortable with that? 
Ideally not but we need to push forward with developments.  
Q: Should we be asking staff to informally log their extra hours to identify those they may 
require additional support or to offset some time to make up for it?  It may be that those 
staff are ok with the extra time and see if as part of the role. Some ‘choose’ to go above and 
beyond. Advice from HIP was to keep up the focus and staff will come forward when they 
need support. Wherever possible we create time.  
 
Re Question 17: I have some spare outside furniture at work that you can have if of 
interest? That would be very useful please. Let’s lease.  
Where you have absences I am still working from home so happy to come and help with 
lunchtime cover if that helps. Thank you.  
 
What a lovely comment in section 23 “I think MX school is exceptional in this respect as a 
workplace”. 
LM comments and questions: 
Looking at the results of the questionnaire to staff. Very positive. Only concern was the 
questions about mental health and well being. 27.8% of people agree that their mental health 
has been impacted.  
Q: Do we know who and how bad? Can we help? 
Discussions with staff include a variety. Some staff are worried about life returning without 
having the jab. 
Staff have been reminded to speak out and ask for help. 
The training on chn's mental health in early summer 1 will also help support staff as much of 
the messages are the same. 
 

SP comments: 
The assessment of the headteacher regarding the previous staff survey seems to be borne 
out by the responses this time. The notable response to me is that staff seem marginally 
happier at work than at home although I accept, given the small number surveyed, this could 
easily be skewed by any number of home circumstances. As a wellbeing consideration I 
recognise the likelihood that additional hours may, for a variety of well-intentioned and 
understandable reasons, be under reported. 
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JA comments and questions: 
Q:Results of the staff survey look great, how have the staff all settled back into school since 
the 8th March? 
A: Pleased to be back and the collaborative planning before return has made a big positive 
difference. Need to think how we can keep some of this.  
Q: Is there anything that could be minimised to reduce staff working hours outside of school? 
A: Some of the focus at the moment is on curriculum leadership work. Once this is set up it is 
'done' and should not need doing again.  
 
Governors noted the results of the survey and all questions had been answered.  They were 
requested to carry on supporting the staff and Head when issues arose and it was agreed that 
Staff wellbeing should be an agenda item at every FGB meeting.  
 
Governors agreed to help make benches for the staff meeting area. 
 
The Chair asked HT to thank the staff for completing the questionnaire and being so honest in 
their feedback.  It was heartening to see how much the school had done to support staff and 
make them feel able to come back and carry on.  The Head said she would keep governors 
updated on progress. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Clerks 
 
 

All 
 
 

Head / 
Clerks 

5.  Update on Safeguarding, to include Operation Encompass and inspection of Single Central 
Record 
SE comments and questions: SCR not checked due to restrictions. Was all up to date when 
last checked. 
x2 OE reports through lockdown although x1 was incorrectly sent to HaTr – was for another 
child at another school and this has been reported back.  
SE was thanked for checking the SCR when it was possible to go into school. 

 

6.  Update on SEN by SP (SEN Governor to make contact with Inclusion Manager and report 

back to FGB at each meeting) 

SP had met with the new INCo Jessica Lawley and shared the following report with the 
governors: 
 
Introduction   
Today, 22/3/21 was my first realistic opportunity to meet with Jessica Lawley, the new INCo, 
since she started at Maple Cross a month ago. I left the meeting until now as I was aware that 
she was meeting with staff and children to understand challenges, needs and roles as well as 
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gaining an understanding of the school in operation and had no desire to interrupt this 
process. Alongside these activities she has been familiarising herself with the various referral 
processes in Hertfordshire. This research work and the information gained from it features 
heavily in the way the SEN action plan has been updated in collaboration with Hannah. Jessica 
has been extremely visible and approachable to all since her arrival. She is regularly in the 
playground at lunchtime to support the KS2 SEND pupils who have struggled with the return 
to school although of course this is not something solely experienced by this group and there 
is a significant effort being made on general behaviour across the whole school. 
  
Jessica did say that teachers are coming with increasing numbers of cases where signs and 
symptoms of Dyslexia are evident. She is researching that subject in detail regards classroom 
support but some basics such as font and background changes in screen presentations are 
already being introduced where the teachers had not already done so.   
  
Summer term   
Some of the aims and objectives for the summer term are:  
 

 To undergo training with a view to taking the lead responsibility for Safeguarding   

 Meeting with parents to share the Individual Pupil Profiles   

 Complete an EHCP for a Y1 and assist parents in completion for a Y5 pupil   

 Transition support for Y6 pupils   

 Deliver CPD fortnightly for LSA’s in a variety of relevant topics that provides clear focused 
changes that can easily and quickly be introduced to classrooms to target key SEN needs   

 Carry out assessments for those children identified during current pupil progress meetings 
and support staff with adjustments to classrooms for key children identified during those 
progress meetings   

 Meet with key subject leaders regarding children working below their year group   

 Meet with Assistant  Heads to gain a clear grasp of STEPS / THRIVE and the behaviour 
management policy as a whole .  

 
This is by no means a comprehensive list of actions planned for the summer term   
  
Resources   
Jessica has identified a number of resources that are worthy of further investigation in order 
to support her role and the tracking of pupils and their progress. Once fully researched she 
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will discuss with Hannah as naturally there are to a greater or lesser degree budgetary 
impacts with all of them.  
 
Jessica seems extremely enthusiastic with a calm methodical and organised manner all of 
which would seem crucial for her role and I suspect she will quickly become an asset to the 
school  
 
At a previous meeting I recall there was reference to the SEN Information Report not opening 
on the website. There is indeed a link under the Performance and Ofsted tab which does not 
open but all statutory and other SEN information is accessible in the Policies tab. 
 
Governors said it was very positive news how well Jess had settled in.  The Head added she 
had been at the school only 4 weeks and had achieved so much, she was a brilliant asset.  LM 
said she was meeting Jess after Easter. 
 
The Head added that governors would recall that last year the school had a Herts brokerage 
visit.  A similar visit was proposed for May which would be focussing on SEN but the HIP had 
suggested bringing it forward to April and Jess agreed wholeheartedly, saying it would be a 
good training opportunity. She took everything in her stride and although it took a long time 
to find the right person for the role of Inco, it had definitely been worth the wait. 
 
Governors thanked the Head for taking on the role in addition to her usual workload and not 
taking the first person who had applied but waiting for the right person to be appointed. 
 
Governors noted the report and the Chair thanked SP for his comprehensive feedback. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Clerks / 
MJ 

7.  Website review 
SE comments and questions: There were still minor issues with the website not allowing 
access to a policy, reported and sorted by MaJe. Nothing further to report from last meeting. 

AD comments and questions for MJ: I can see a new 'welcome' page added to the 
website, which is great. This is what prospective parents look for. Please may I suggest one 
tweak to it.  
Can Hannah's message be shown on the homepage so that you don't need the welcome 
page. There is a separate link to the newsletter under curriculum so you don't need that on 
the home page. 
OR swap content of Home and Welcome and rename Welcome to 'News & Events' or 
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something similar. It will be good to see Hannah's message before people click on any other 
link. 
SEN link under performance doesn't work for me. Please can you check that as well.  
 
BM comments and questions: 
Q:I agree with Arti’s comments about location of Hannah’s comment on the website. It could 
do with being the first thing that people see?  
A: New welcome section now on website - just awaiting a photo too!  
Q: In the future it would be nice to see more images on the pages to balance it from being 
heavy with text. If a company comes in to do some filming could they be persuaded to take 
some nice images to use? 
A: We are working on photo/learning heavy evidence on pages over the summer term. 
Curriculum leads have been tasked with this.  
The filming company and I have been making a plan so we can use the film on our website 
(longer version) and a short version for social media platforms.  
  
The Head said that curriculum leaders would develop their pages and those accessing the 
Maple cross website would see more photos of children and learning to demonstrate the 
unique atmosphere of the school.  This would be completed by the end of the summer term. 
 
AD had made some recommendations including a suggestion that the Welcome Page with 
the Head’s message should be the first page that was seen by prospective parents and this 
had proved to be very effective.  The Head referred back to AD’s comments on the website 
about publicity and grabbing parents’ attention, photos sell a lot, yes we need the statutory 
information but people want to see reality and photos of children and learning.  It 
demonstrates the atmosphere of the school, rather than just words.   
 
Governors noted the website audit and SE and AD were thanked for looking at the website. 
 

 
 
 

Clerks / 
MJ 

 

8.  Proposed dates of FGB meetings 2021/22 (based on results of Governor questionnaire) 

 Tuesday 5th October 2021 on Zoom 

 Monday 6th December 2021 at school 

 Tuesday 25th January 2022 on Zoom 

 Monday 21st March 2022 at school 

Clerks to 
notify 

staff and 
put on 
school  

Calenda
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 Tuesday 17th May 2022 on Zoom 

 Monday 4th July 2022 at school  

9.  Any Other Business as notified at Part One; Item 4, urgent matters only. 
a. Late collection of children by parents at pick up. 
The Head said that she required the governors’ approval for steps to be taken when parents 
routinely arrived 7-8 minutes late to collect their children from school. There was one family, 
maybe two, who routinely picked up their children late which impacted on the child’s self 
esteem whilst they routinely waited to be collected when everyone else had gone home. 
Additionally, teachers wanted to get on with preparing lessons for the next day, attend 
meetings and focus on their work instead of waiting for one or two children to be collected.  
 
The Head had spoken to other local heads who had indicated that there was nothing legally 
that could be done. Some schools had fined parents and charged for, for example, 15 or 30 
minutes of childcare but if the parents refused to pay, this did not solve the problem.  The 
afterschool care is within Footsteps and since this was a separate entity, there would be 
potential staffing and insurance implications. 
 
Unless the situation changed, the school wanted to have a template email to send to parents 
who were regularly late at pick up time. 
 
Some parents were occasionally late due to traffic or other factors and they were usually 
very apologetic but these parents were persistently late without apologising or giving a good 
reason for their lateness. 
 
It was suggested that a letter should go to the parents who were persistently late explaining 
the significant impact on the teachers’ time and children’s self-esteem. The school could 
indicate they had no choice but to ‘fine’ in order to support children and teachers.   
 
A further suggestion from a governor was to text the parents 15 minutes before pick up time 
enquiring if they were on their way in the same way as morning texts from the school 
indicating that they were looking forward to seeing everyone at school promptly that day.   
 
The Head suggested that a paragraph could be added to the Attendance Policy and she 
would email governors for approval of the amendment. 
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b. Traffic congestion outside the school due to road closures because of HS2 
construction. 

The Head said that they had requested double yellow lines from Denham Way in order to 
prevent parents parking in Woodland Road outside the school.  Single yellow lines were 
insufficient as they allowed parents to park on them so long as one parent stayed in the car 
whilst it was stationery. PW said he would chase Andrew Freeman for a response as they 
were safety lines and could be put anywhere at little cost to HCC. He also volunteered to help 
outside the school on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays if required.   
 
BM suggested asking for an hour a week from the Safer Neighbourhood Team in order to 
educate everyone and enforce parking restrictions. The Head said she had already enquired 
but heard nothing. PW said he would follow up her request and ask Councillor Steve Jacobs 
to attend school too in order to view the traffic issues himself.  
 
JA and SE said they had joined the meeting between PW and a highways representative  to 
give the parents’ point of view.  They spoke of patrols and the need for zig-zags by the school 
entrance. PW said he would ask if zig-zags could be put on the road. 
 
BM said he would send an email from his professional address in the metropolitan police and 
he and PW would exchange emails regarding this matter. 

 
The Head thanked PW, SE, JA and BM for all their assistance.  
 
The Head enquired about a supply of bollards for the grass area but they would come from 
the Highways budget which was different from the School Safety budget. 
 
Parent governors said that although the Cycle to School week was coming up, it was not safe 
for children to cycle to school in the current circumstances.   Bikeability Cycle to school 
fornight week was a national initiative from 19th – 30th April and if the Highways Agency, 
police and Safer Neighbourhood teams could assist, it would benefit everyone. 
 
Although Years 4, 5 and 6 were being encouraged to make their own way to school, parents 
were unhappy to allow them to do so at the present time because it was too dangerous on 
the roads in Maple Cross.  
 
The chair thanked the staff, parents and governors for their involvement and efforts to 
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resolve this matter.  

10.  Matters arising from Governors’ Post Box, Chair’s e-mail account and Social Media. There 
were none. 

 

11.  Blog for the School website.  JS read the blog to the governors and they agreed that it should 
be uploaded to the website. 

 

12.  Date of next meeting: Monday 17th May 2021 at 6pm.  

The meeting finished at 19.35hrs 

 

 
 


